FiOS 8
Taking Fleet Management
from Challenge to Success
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FiOS for fleets is an innovative web-based
fleet management platform available in SaaS
and server-based delivery modes. The system lets
you focus on KPIs of particular importance,
thereby maximizing your efficiency.
Reduce labor, fuel and depreciation costs by
decreasing idle time, miles driven and managing
driver behavior. Plus, get to more jobs faster and
get more done.

FEATURES
Flexible report-building tools
Get rich J1939/J1708/OBDII
CAN bus data

Hours-of-Service application /
Electronic Driver Logs

Driving habits
and behavior analysis

Accurate odometer reportings and mileage counters
Integrations with ERP and back office systems

Route optimization tools
Alerts based on over 30 trigger types
Track relevant KPIs in real-time

Fuel consumption

Temperature controls
in refridgerated and FMCG trucks

Mobile app for iOS and
Android
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FiOS 8
Discover where
your fuel goes

Decrease
fuel thefts by

90%

Fuel tracking

Reduce
fuel costs by

15%
Optimize fleet
efficiency by

30%
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Fuel is typically one of the largest fleet
expenses. Finding ways to minimize fuel spent
can substantially improve the bottom line.
FiOS fuel monitoring system provides intelligent
tools to keep track of fuel consumption and easily
detect fuel thefts. Fuel information can be sourced
from CAN bus of a vehicle or after-market
fuel sensors. Take charge of your fuel use with
FiOS.

FEATURES
Map markers for fuel
thefts and fuel fillings

Intelligent fuel consumption
management

Visibility into fuel level in tanks
All types of sensors: CAN/Fuel
level probes, etc.

Powerful
report-building tools

Integration with EPR and
back office applications

Dashboard to track
relevant KPIs
in real-time mode
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